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Hello
Welcome to Restyle, the ISA Training magazine that used to be
called Hot Gossip. So why the change?
We’ve restyled our publications, we’ve restyled our website and
we’ve launched our own ISA Restyle Awards to celebrate our
customers’ successes. It’s all in the interest of supporting our core
focus:

Wells Studios

Employers – we’ve a proud reputation for supporting local
businesses by working with employers to deliver training where skills
gaps exist, to facilitate the growth of companies in our community

Who are Educ8 Group?

Learners – the heart of our business is to enhance learners’ lives and
career opportunities through the delivery of outstanding training

Learners London Trip to

14

Heduc8 interview

Quality – is at the core of everything that we do. Commended by
Estyn reports and with outstanding employer and learner feedback
data, we are proud of the quality of training that we provide

16

Awards Success for

We hope you enjoy the new look. Be sure to check out the new
website on isatraining.co.uk too!

Scarley Knight
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Hannah Santos
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What is

Restyle is a celebration.
We’re celebrating the
success of our learners and
apprentices, the success of
the salons and businesses
we work with and the
success of ISA Training
itself – established in 1998
and still going strong.
In December 2018, ISA
joined the Educ8 Group
of training specialists, the
combined entity having just
been awarded a prestigious
Platinum
award
from
Investors In People.

It is an exciting time for ISA
and the whole of the Educ8
Group as we have come
together to form a great
partnership, which is what
‘Restyle’ is all about.

The event
ISA Restyle Awards
To celebrate ISA’s success, the
ISA Restyle Awards event is
taking place on 1st September
and involves awards for hair
and beauty salons and their
apprentices, to celebrate
the talent and success of
ISA’s customers and partners.
The event will be black tie,
including a three-course dinner
and entertainment.

Awards:
The awards have six
categories in total and the
winners will be announced
on the night.
> Beauty Salon 		
		 Employer of the Year
We are also proud to have Ian
Davies as a guest speaker at
the awards. Ian is a passionate,
inspirational and meticulous
hairdresser, who has been a
British Hairdresser of the Year

The magazine
Our first ever Restyle Magazine,

The website

finalist four times and winner of
the prestigious Signature Stylist
Award from the elite British

Restyle symbolises a chance to move forward, the most

Fellowship

September 2019. What was

obvious example of which is the new website for ISA which

Ian is also the salon owner of

originally Hot Gossip has been

has just launched with a new fresh design ethos and easier

Ocean Salon Cardiff.

restyled into our first ever 20-

access to the core information that learners and employers

page magazine, handed out

want. The idea was to create a new, modern, slick website

to customers and salons at our

which is user friendly and appealing to the eye. Make sure to

launch event.

take a visit – isatraining.co.uk

this issue launched on 1st
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for

Hairdressing.

We are delighted to have
Sarah Fillaudeau from City &
Guilds as our guest speaker
at the awards. She will be
opening the event and also
presenting awards to the
winners.
Sarah is the Hair and Beauty
Technical Advisor at City
and Guilds. She also has a
wealth of knowledge within
the sector and supports
providers/employers with the
ever growing changes within
the industry.

> Beauty Apprentice
		 of the Year
> Hair Salon Employer
		 of the Year
> Hair Apprentice of
		 the Year
> Barber Employer of
		 the Year
> Barbering Apprentice
		 of the Year

To share or view any pictures taken on the night of the Restyle Event
use the #ISARestyle on Instagram and Twitter.
Restyle
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a short interview you can find
on the Educ8 youtube channel.
Martyn comments: “Becoming
an ambassador for Educ8
means a huge amount to me.
When I met the Educ8 board
I was blown away with the
strength of their values and I can
massively relate to the culture
of the business. I know the sort
of people Educ8 is looking to
help, adding value to their lives
and the community. I’ve always
been proud to be a team player
and living my life along the same
values as Educ8 such as honesty,
integrity and hard work.

Meet the Educ8
Group’s New
Vocational Skills
Ambassador!

The Educ8 Group is delighted

Martyn

skilled

and ISA brands, hosting events

to welcome a new member to

businessman who has qualified

on our behalf and facilitating

its team – Wales and Lions rugby

as an independent financial

access

legend and experienced Business

adviser

a

makers within companies of all

Consultant, Martyn Williams, MBE.

great deal of further learning

sizes across South Wales and

to develop his knowledge and

South West England. Working as

ensure a productive career

Vocational Skills Ambassador,

post-rugby. As such, he’s a keen

Martyn will work to promote

advocate of developing new

Educ8’s

skills at any age and therefore

learning courses as well as

the perfect choice to represent

the company’s core values of

the British and Irish Lions before

Educ8 Group and help the

Honesty, Integrity, Respect and

retiring in 2012 after 18 years of

business to have a positive

Positivity.

rugby. Currently, Martyn is the

impact on people and their

chief rugby pundit for BBC Sport,

communities.

a presenter for Premier Sport and

Martyn’s role at the Educ8

at Educ8’s Tredomen Gateway

will be on our screens constantly

Group will see him acting as

headquarters,

throughout

an advocate for vocational

taking time out to meet with the

learning, promoting our Educ8

board and staff as well as filming

Known for his TV rugby punditry,
and once the nation’s mostcapped forward, Martyn was
a 100-cap centurion for Wales
and completed three tours with

the

Rugby World Cup.
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forthcoming

is

and

also

a

undertaken

The

to

senior

funded

decision

workplace

appointment

was

announced on 27th June 2019
with

Martyn

“There’s no substitute for hard
work but with Educ8’s help, so
many people can benefit from
having better lives and brighter
futures. I’ve kept an eye on
Educ8 and I’m aware of their
recent success in the Sunday
Times Top 100 Small Companies;
it’s a really exciting time to join
the company and I look forward
to making a huge difference.”
Founder and Chairman of the
Educ8 Group, Colin Tucker, said:
“This is a fantastic appointment
to our business. Martyn is a
globally recognised figure as
a rugby player but also has
an impressive reputation as a
businessperson. We welcome
Martyn to the Educ8 family and
look forward to him helping
us grow as a company and
help young people and adult

From left: Steven Lewis (CFO), Grant Santos (CEO), Martyn Williams, Tim
Barnett (Sales & Marketing Director) and Colin Tucker (Chairman)

learners realise their potential
and build better futures.”

the company we have built and
the work we are doing.”

Speaking of the importance of
work-based learning, Martyn
said: “The best years of my
playing career were after I
was 30 and I put that down to
engaging my brain more away
from rugby. Picking up other
skills and meeting other people
in a different environment
enhanced my job and my life as
a whole.”

Look out for future events and
announcements regarding
Martyn’s involvement with the
Educ8 and ISA team.

Educ8 CEO Grant Santos
said: “This is another important
landmark in our strategic
growth plans. Martyn will help
us promote the importance of
education at all ages as well as
assist us with our internal events.
2019 has been a monumental
year so far for us already and this
is another reason to be proud of
Restyle
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Competition Time!
Head over to our Facebook page @isatraining
where there is currently a competition to win
the above bundle of products from Heduc8
Hair & Beauty Supplies including:

Learners London trip to Wella Studios
ISA recently held a trip to London in June for a Mastery at
Wella Studios. This was an amazing opportunity for the 12
hairdressing learners who attended the Wella Education
studios where they received up to date and inside
knowledge on colour correction techniques.
The 12 learners who attended were:
Gemma Morgan – Signature Links
Rhian Jones – Signature Links
Ebony Price – Goji Hair
Eva Funnel – Gyles Allen
Harriet Crisp – Hair by Jones
Kayleigh Trippick – MJ’s Hair and Beauty Salon
Lauren Woodland – Unique Creations
Rebecca Hubbard – Scarlet Knight
Paige Gardner – Gyles Allen

Zarrah Bailey – MJ’s Hair and Beauty
8
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STR 3800 Professional Hair Dryer
Matrix Biolace Shampoo and Conditioner
Head Joy Butterfly Clamps
Set of 4 Head Joy Brushes
Lisap Ultimate Plus Spray
Lisap Ultimate Oil Plus
2 Scratch Cards for discount at Heduc8

Details on our facebook page..

es
“These cours ”
le
are incredib

“It gave me
confidence and
motivation”

yed
“I really enjoal”
the practic
“I enjoyed it all,
especially the colour
theory and using
the different colour
correction techniques
and formulas”

Phoebe Colley – Kelz Cutz
Viktorija Sidorenko – BeYouTiful Hair and Beauty Salon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

as an
“Everything w
erience”
amazing exp

8
u
d
a
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We now hold cap and gown graduation ceremonies for
Educ8 and ISA learners twice a year where they can invite
family members and friends to celebrate their success of
achieving their qualification.
Our next ceremony is taking place on September 27th
at Educ8 HQ. Our CEO Grant Santos will be opening the
ceremony and we will also have guest speaker Hefin
David, Welsh Labour Assembly Member for Caerphilly in
attendance.

Our upcoming ceremony
in September is for learners
who have achieved their
framework certificate
between January 2019
- June 2019. If you are
coming along, we hope
you are looking forward
to it! Our next Gradu8
Ceremony will be taking
place in 2020.

Restyle
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policies to workplace learning

Who are Educ8 Group?

opportunities, staff engagement
and overall working atmosphere
– all things that Educ8 works
hard to get right for its people. In
addition, our CEO Grant Santos

established

solutions to a range of micro

customers receive only the best

fifteen years ago by Chairman,

organisations, SMEs and large

level of service at all times.

Colin Tucker and within that time

corporations. ISA Training joined

frame the company has grown

the group in 2018.

tremendously.

help

Our people mean everything

‘2019

people to develop their skills,

to us at Educ8 – for the past 5

to Work For’ category across

Educ8 were also delighted to

achieve valuable qualifications

years we have been listed as

the whole of the UK, placing

scoop ‘Employer of the Year’

and tackle new challenges

a Times Top 100 Best Company

higher than any other Welsh

at the FSB Awards for Wales in

head-on to improve the skill

to

organisation on the night. Based

March.

levels of communities across

created

Wales and beyond. Educ8 are

Educ8

was

first

Educ8

Work

for
a

Recent

success

includes

and

we’ve

fantastically

fun

Small

Company

on

the

feedback

received

working environment that gets

in

staff

surveys,

businesses

proud of their track record for

results. We continually invest

are

delivering world-class training,

in our employees’ skills and

with

development and recruitment

development to ensure that our

recruitment and remuneration

ranked

in

everything

accordance
from

his

own

achievements

recognised, winning the Sunday

ranking 6th in the Sunday Times
Best

had

their

Times ‘Leader of the Year’
award.

Educ8

prides

itself

on

the

company values of Honesty,
Positivity, Integrity and Respect.
They also value the mental health

Learn.
Develop.
Grow.

of their staff by holding regular
wellbeing meetings and offering
independent

counselling

via

the charity, Mind. Staff at the
Educ8 Group experience perks
and benefits such as the access

Integrity

Honesty
We inspire trust amongst our
customers, learners, partners
and colleagues by delivering
on our promises and
demonstrating honesty and
truthfulness at all times

We hold ourselves
accountable by honouring
our commitments, providing
results and striving for
excellence in all that we do

to Westfield Health, birthday
leave, access to perk box and

Respect
We afford due respect to
ourselves and others by
celebrating diversity and
valuing individuals for their
unique talents and skills

Christmas shutdown.
2019 has been a great year
for Educ8 so far and it is really
exciting now that ISA are part of
the Educ8 Group.

10 Restyle

Positivity
We embrace a ‘can do’
culture across the organisation
by facing changes and
challenges with a positive
attitude and a smile

Restyle 11

Do you know what sectors Educ8
deliver apprenticeships in?
Health & Social Care (H&SC)

Customer Service
The Educ8 Customer Service apprenticeships are available at two different levels –
Level 2 and Level 3 – both of which are offered on a fully-funded basis for learners in
relevant job roles in Wales.

Advice and Guidance

If you are looking to make a career out of caring, the field of
Health & Social Care is the perfect choice for you. Gain an
incredible insight into what you can expect from a working
life in Health & Social Care, discover a range of opportunities
which will help improve your future.

If your staff manage a caseload of clients and support
them in overcoming barriers and challenges, then
our Advice & Guidance Level 4 Diploma is for your
team. This leading-edge course is created in line with
the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014;
learners will be taught about the legislation relevant
to their role and develop a better understanding of
reflective practice and client autonomy. We’ll help
you and your team empower service users to move
forward with their lives.

Children’s Care, Learning and
Development (CCLD)
If you enjoy spending your time looking after babies or
infants and you are looking for a job that is both challenging
and incredibly rewarding, you may want to turn working with
children into a career. No two days will be the same on your
journey of helping young minds discover and understand the
world around them!

Team Leading & Management
The Educ8 Group employs a dedicated Leadership
and Management department to ensure that our

Playwork

programmes continue to develop world-class leaders

The Playwork apprenticeships available at Educ8 include both
Level 2 and Level 3 qualifications, so you can choose the one
that is best suited for you based on your career goals and past
work-based experience.

play a crucial role in dictating the entire culture

Business Administration
Completing a Business Admin course will help you
enhance your career in the field by building and
developing relevant skills. Our apprenticeships are a great
way for you to take charge of both your professional and
personal development and come out with a recognised
qualification for it.

12 Restyle

and managers. We believe that leaders and managers
of an organisation which in turn affects employee
engagement and productivity.

88%

of employers believe
that Apprenticeships
lead to a more
motivated and
satisfied
workforce.

Refer a friend
Do you know someone who could be interested in one of the
above qualifications? Refer a friend and be in a chance to
win a £25 high street voucher! To refer call us on 01443 749 000.
*T&C’s Apply
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Ahed of the game
Distributor Heduc8 takes on My.Organics range
“Single-use plastics,” sighs Corey

as opposed to the environmentally

Organics” products have been

Tucker, “everyone knows they’re a

damaging,

used

available in Europe and the Far

scourge on our society and more

plastic. “We see biodegradable

East for the last five years and

importantly

environment.

packaging as the future in the

now we are immensely proud

However, just like most industries

hair care industry, and in fact in

to be partnering with our Italian

the hair and beauty sector has,

all industries where technologies

manufacturers. The range is 100%

in our opinion, been a little slow

now allow for a greater level of

vegetarian, largely vegan and

to face up to global warming and

environmental responsibility.

includes a comprehensive colour

how we all contribute to what is the
greatest environmental challenge
in our lifetimes. ‘Times They are a
Changing’ wrote one Bob Dylan
in the 1960’s; they’re certainly
changing now as weather patterns
become much more variable and
rising sea temperatures threaten
to fundamentally change how
future generations will live.
“At

Heduc8

we

are

“It fits into our company ethos
which is all about placing the

Current research indicates that

our strategy to bring innovative

Paraphenylenediamines

“

As if going through chemotherapy
wasn’t bad enough, not being able
to have my hair done made it far
worse. That’s was until I discovered
there were PPD-free hair dye
products which enabled me to once
again get my hair done. This has
done wonders for my confidence.

heavily

reinventing how and what we sell
to meet our social and economic
responsibilities,” says Corey, Head
of Operations at the Hair and

Michelle Venables, My.Organics customer

Beauty wholesaler Heduc8.
The company is now championing
hair

product

range

–

My

.Organics – for which it has
recently completed an exclusive
distributor agreement with the
Italian based manufacturer to
supply the UK market.

for all clients.

environment at the forefront of

committed to playing our part in

a

range that has significant benefits

(PPDs)

“

our

traditionally

new products that are cutting

– which are present in most hair

edge and dynamic, while meeting

colouring products – are linked with

the green agenda. What our

cases of cancer. Cancer patients

customers

us

and those currently undergoing

innovative

chemotherapy are unable to use

is

that

consistently

they

want

tell

to

many hair products because they

The range offers a high level of

deliver high quality, profitable

contain PPDs and ammonia which

quality while being packaged in a

and

friendly

can cause adverse reactions.

fully bio-degradable sugar cane

services to their customers. “My.

The “My.Organics” product range

14 Restyle

products

that

allow

environmentally

them

features neither and so can be
used by anyone without fear.
The business has created ties with
an Italian firm ‘SME’, which is a
manufacturer of haircare products
run by two brothers. “They are
great people, and during our visit
to Venice it was patently obvious
that they share similar values to us,
very honest and authentic”, Corey
continues. “They both grew up in a
family salon environment, family is
clearly very important to them and
their commitment to play their part
in helping their children to grow up
in a sustainable environment was
clear to see. Their passion and
enthusiasm for the work they do
on a daily basis genuinely blew us
away.”
For more information on “My
.Organics” and how to access
a range of superb intro deals
contact Corey on 07787 226 151 or
Alex on 07722 124 935.
The My.Organics product has
a range of different products
including:
- Hydrating Line
- Thickening Line
- Restructuring Line
- Purify Line
- Resurrection /Goji Line
- Keratin Line
- Anti-age Line
Restyle 15

VQ Award success for
Scarlet Knight
Scarlet

but Scarlet Knight really walk

up their own business. Some of

Knight Hair & Beauty Salon for

the walk, encouraging training

the staff who have stayed at

winning ‘Employer of the Year’

through apprenticeships as a

the salon have even progressed

at the 2019 VQ Awards that took

core part of their business model.

on to become managers and

Congratulations

to

place at Cardiff City Hall on
Wednesday 15th May. This is an

The company has experienced

team leaders.

first

As a business, regular group and

opening in 2012, helping many

one-to-one training sessions are

individuals to gain a career within

held which take place every

the hair and beauty industry;

Monday

some of those have stayed at

during the salon working day.

It’s easy for a business to say they

their salon and others have had

The salon are also closed once

are passionate about their staff

the confidence to go and start

every six weeks for all staff to

amazing achievement for the
Talbot Green-based salon which
is owned by husband and wife
duo, Charlotte and John Knight.

16 Restyle

impressive

growth

since

and

every

Friday

come together to have a full
team meeting, where training is
also held to demonstrate and
keep up to date with new looks
and trends.

team member/s into an on-site

Owners Charlotte and John
are also former apprentices
themselves, so there’s no-one
better positioned to appreciate
the benefits this form of
training can bring. They have
ambitious plans for the near
future, including developing a

apprentices to develop and

assessor and the salons are also
aiming to open their very own
dedicated training academy
to support a larger number of
gain vocational qualifications.
In 2017 the company opened
a new salon in Tonteg, in part
simply as a means of retaining
and promoting apprentices they
had helped train – promoting
them to management and

team leader roles. There’s
a similar story behind the
company’s expansion in Talbot
Green, too.
Following on from the success of
winning Employer of the Year at
the VQ Awards, Scarlett Knight
went on to win the South East
Hair Salon of the Year 2019 at
the Hair & Beauty Awards on
20th May. Another amazing
achievement - congratulations
from all at ISA Training!
Restyle 17

10 tips for better salon
management
Managing a salon comes with its challenges, particularly if you are new to having
your own business. Read these tips on how to better your salon management and
how to manage your finances as a small business:

01 Do your own marketing and PR
Create your own marketing and PR strategy and
take control of all marketing activities for your
business. That way you save money on outsourcing
to agencies. HubSpot is a great tool to use to help
with your marketing activities: www.hubspot.com

02 Looking for a new property, considered renting?

Renting a space for your salon particularly if you’re
a start-up is much cheaper than buying. This way
you can manage and plan out your costs.

07 Spend your money wisely
If you are a new start up, don’t spend big on
business cards, advertising, marketing materials,
cars etc before making any profit.

08 Review your business credit score
Check your score and see how it can be
improved as it may be holding you back on
securing top credit deals.

09 Invest in accounting materials
03 Keep accounts separate

It is always best to keep your personal finances and
business finances sperate. This way it will be easier
to keep a track of your expenses and tax etc.

04 Cut the cost on utilities
Review your utility bills and particularly energy
or internet providers. By comparing alternative
options, you will generally discover chances to
save.

05 Take some time for yourself
Running your own business can be tough and
sometimes it is particularly hard to ‘switch off’.
By taking some time for yourself it will allow you
to work more efficiently and not make easy
mistakes.

06 Regularly monitor your costs
Make sure to keep track and a note of all
business expenses so you are able to have a
record of where your money is going.
18 Restyle

It is important to properly manage your
accounting so it is good to have a bookkeeper
or software that can keep track on income
and costs.

10 Get ahead on getting a loan
Don’t wait too long before getting a loan. A
common mistake is seeking a loan when your
business is in financial trouble. This is when you will
be least likely to receive one.

Salon Speak
Simone Hawken, Internal Quality Practitioner Manager

Report shows massive scale of UK hair & beauty industry,
despite lack of regulation.
Would you want your hair
coloured (with chemicals) by
an individual who only went on
a day’s course?
Umm no!
Would you want your face
injected with Botox by someone
who only did a day’s course?
Umm no!
The UK’s hair and beauty
industry is worth a whopping
£6.6bn a year, according to
a report from Hair and Barber
Council and BABTAC (British
Association of Beauty Therapy
& Cosmetology).
The report was commissioned
to highlight all the benefits that
hairdressing, barbering and
beauty has on the UK economy,
gathering tangible evidence to

point out how important the
industry is to our country in terms
of revenue and employment.
Would you want professional
people who are highly trained
and recognised in their industry
to practice procedures on your
hair, scalp, face and body?
Umm yes please!
In reality customers don’t ask
to see professional certificates;
they assume their practitioner
is up to scratch and probably
regulated - be it a beautician or
a GP. In the case of the former,
they’re wrong. Clients should be
protected, knowing they can
check to see if professionals
are registered and qualified
to complete such procedures.
Everyone is unique and needs a
highly skilled consultation from

a professional who is properly
trained and properly registered;
the risks of having work done by
unqualified staff are many:
Barbering – open cuts when
razoring risking cross infection
from one client to another;
scarring from not completing
before and aftercare.
Hairdressing – chemical burns;
hair loss; allergic reactions.
Beauty – skin damage; allergic
reactions; scarring.
This report shows that we aren’t
taking about some niche subindustry here; we’re taking
about a multi-billion-pound
profession that affects the lives
of hundreds of thousands of
people across the UK. It should
be regulated as such.
Restyle 19

Looking to upskill your
current workforce or recruit
an apprentice?
Did you know that ISA offer the
following qualifications?
Level 2 & 3 Hairdressing

Level 2 & 3 Nail Services

Level 2 & 3 Barbering

Level 2 & 3 Beauty Therapy - Make up

Level 2 & 3 Beauty Therapy - General

Level 3 Beauty Therapy - Massage

As well as our unique 5★ Beauty Apprenticeship
tailor made for prestige hotel spas.

T: 01443 749 000
www.isatraining.co.uk

